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Hello,

Thanks to over 4 decades at the forefront of innovation, 
here at IXINA we know how to transform a kitchen into a functional, 
design-conscious, ergonomic and bespoke living space, delivering 
comfort and enjoyment day after day.

Now more than ever we are committed to delivering total 
satisfaction, offering top-quality advice and services to make 
the kitchen of your dreams a reality. We know that designing 
the ideal kitchen takes time, patience and genuine support, 
in order to bring your project to life.

For 2019, we’ve redesigned our catalogue with input from 
our customers, working together to create this practical guide. 
Combining essential information with useful tips, this is the 
ideal tool to answer all of your kitchen design questions.

This is more than just a catalogue: it’s the fi rst step towards 
your new kitchen. 

Yours truly,

Kitchens made in Germany and inspected down to the 
last detail before being pre-assembled and delivered.

1 HIGH QUALITY

Treat yourself with the kitchen of your dreams at the best value.

LUXURY FOR ALL BUDGETS3

The measurements, installation and follow-up service 
are provided by experienced professionals.

GUARANTEED SERVICES 4

Personalized service at every stage of your project.

PROXIMITY5

IXINA INTERNATIONAL 
MANAGEMENT

Delivering satisfaction for over 40 years

IN OVER 40 YEARS OF SERVICE, IXINA HAS BUILT UP...

400,000 satisfi ed customers

166 models,
for a genuinely bespoke kitchen

250 stores all over the world,
for a truly local serviceOver

2500 employees 
in our stores, and 180 at head offi ceNearly

25 countries
Operations 

in over

Specialist expertise to customize your kitchen.

MADE-TO-MEASURE2

OUR COMMITMENTS

4 5



QUALITY
YOU CAN TRUST

THE EXPERT CHOICE

From design to installation, what’s the best way to ensure the success of your kitchen design project? 

Here at IXINA we accompany you every step of the way, making sure that the whole experience 
is smooth and stress-free. Because your kitchen will look that much better when everything is clear! 

A kitchen redesign takes time and attention to detail… 
That’s why we do everything we can to make your 
life easier, with a dedicated adviser who will guide you 
through the whole process step by step. 

Obviously, your bespoke kitchen project will require a 
personalised analysis. We devote particular attention 
to precisely defining the priorities of your project, 
sharing our most pertinent ideas. 

ADVICE AND SUPPORT PERSONAL TOUCH AND QUALITY ADVICE

Your kitchen needs to adapt to suit your budget, not vice versa. You have a clear budget for your project: 
we respect that, and do everything we can to offer the best possible prices. Prices which are like our 
showrooms: transparent and open to all.

BUDGET AND TRANSPARENCY

With the help of your designated designer, choose the kitchen confi guration that 
best suits your needs. Appearance, materials, work surfaces, handles, appliances 
etc. Your designer is on hand to help you choose, and to create a 3D model 
of your new kitchen. 

Let us help you to design your ideal kitchen

4

Guaranteed peace of mind: the expert installer approved by your store will 
bring years of experience to installing your kitchen, ensuring maximum 
quality and total safety.

Instal your kitchen with the help of our experts
5

Meet your designer, who will work with you every step of the way to bring 
your project to fruition, even after installation. To fi nd your nearest store, 
visit  ixina.com.

Pay a visit to your local store

3

Discover our kitchen collections and models, with high quality photos in our 
catalogue and online. Browse our range to get a more precise idea of what 
your dream kitchen will look like.

Find your inspiration

1

Before going to your nearest IXINA STORE, make sure you’ve taken all your 
kitchen measurements. To take your measurements correctly, see page 102.

Prepare your project
2

YOUR PROJECT STEP BY STEP

6 7



A work surface at just the right height
Cooking on a worktop 
which is too low or too high 
can be very uncomfortable.
Your worktops need to be 
set up to suit the way 
you use your kitchen. 
Food preparation and washing stations 
can be raised so you don’t have 
to bend over to chop 
vegetables or wash up
Hotplates, meanwhile, need to be 
slightly lower to make sure that 
you have a clear view of what’s going 
on in your pots and pans
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ERGONOMIC AND PRACTICAL

PRECISION-DESIGNED 
COMFORT

YOUR IDEAL KITCHEN

Do you want your kitchen to be as safe as it is comfortable? 

When you choose IXINA, you choose peace of mind at every level: the quality of the materials, the 
robustness of the furniture, and the guarantee that your new kitchen will be precisely tailored to the 
needs of your family.

Our kitchen cabinets have been awarded the "Golden 
M" and "GS" quality labels. 

The RAL "Golden M" quality label guarantees 
the stability, safety, durability and finish quality of our 
furniture, and the absence of toxic ingredients.

The GS quality label s globally-recognised, indicating 
that our products comply with the strict quality and 
safety standards required by German law.

Laboratory tested by experts under extreme conditions, 
our kitchen furniture is designed for guaranteed quality 
and durability in all circumstances:

•  80,000 open-close cycles for our hinges, built to last 
for generations.

•  Maximum loads up to 200 kg for base cabinets and 
up to 75 kg for wall units.

•  95% of our products are treated to be moisture 
resistant.

ROBUST 
FURNITURE

QUALITY 
PRODUCTS

79
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Standard XL Max

MORE VOLUME 
WITH THE XL RANGE!
Compared with the standard collection, the XL RANGE offers at least 
10 % EXTRA STORAGE VOLUME.

Discover the next generation
of kitchens, combining optimal
storage space with higher worktops
(a more ergonomic experience for 
taller people). 
All wrapped up in a sleek, balanced 
design scheme!

With lower skirting boards and taller cupboards, 
your kitchen makes optimal use of the available 
space.

The XL range offers 4 different combinations of 
base cabinets, for maximum storage space and 
aesthetic quality! For a truly optimised design, 
the XL units are compatible with both the 
standard (72 cm) and elevated (86,4 cm) worktop 
options.
For a kitchen ideally-suited to your height, 
your requirements and your preferences!

SPACE
EXTRA STORAGE
10 %

MINIMUM
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•  Ideal for spacious kitchens (over 20m²), with an I or L-shaped linear 
arrangement looking out onto the lounge.

• Perfect ergonomics and optimised work spaces.
•  The central island can be equipped with a cooking station and/or 

sink, or just used for food preparation. In both cases, you 
considerably expand your worktop surface and storage space. 

Kitchen island 

•  An expanded version of the U-shaped kitchen, with either a bar 
space or an extension of the worktop (for another workstation 
or breakfast corner).

• Ideal for open kitchens.

G - Shaped kitchen

• Ideal for enclosed kitchens of 10 to 15m².
•  Allows you to create a large work surface, while maximising 

storage space.
•  Requires a minimum distance of 1.2m between the two surfaces. 

Parallel kitchen

•  Ideal for mid-sized (10 to 15m²) and large (15m² and more) kitchens.
•  Highly functional, respecting the four key zones.
•  Allows for a sizeable work surface.
•  In either open or closed confi guration, there is plenty of room for 

a dining table.

L - Shaped kitchen

• A practical solution.
• Ideal for "corridor" kitchens that are long and relatively narrow.
•  Perfect for small rooms, so as not to take up too much of your 

lounge space. 

I - Shaped kitchen

•  Ideal for kitchens which open onto another room.
•  Requires a central space with a minimum margin of 1.5m.
•  For larger spaces the kitchen island is the best option: a more 

convivial solution which allows for greater freedom of movement.

U - Shaped kitchen

FOR YOUR SPACE

THE RIGHT DESIGN

What are the essential rules to follow to make your kitchen both practical and aesthetic? 

At IXINA we focus on the direction of movement, the distances between work spaces and the 
positioning of key components in relation to one another, in order to determine the ideal lay-out for 
your kitchen space. 

RULE NO. 1: PLAN OUT YOUR WORKSPACES
Your hotplates, sink, worktop and refrigerator are the four key components of your future 
kitchen. To make things easier, it is important to limit and effectively organise the distance 
between these areas.
You should also avoid installing sinks and hotplates in corners. 

RULE NO. 2: KEEPING CLEAN AND DIRTY SEPARATE 
Three key elements need to be in close proximity to one another: the bin, the sink and the 
dishwasher. To make unloading the dishwasher quicker and easier, you should also make 
sure that the crockery cupboards and cutlery draws are close at hand.

RULE NO. 3: DIRECTION OF MOVEMENT
Make life easier by minimising the distances between key components of your kitchen 
- while also making sure you leave enough space for two people to cook at the same time, 
and to move about and use the cabinets and appliances freely.

10 11



A MOBILE APP 
TO VISIT YOUR 
NEW KITCHEN!

A WINDOW ONTO YOUR 
FUTURE KITCHEN!
The full ixina catalogue, practical tips, 
3D simulation tool, décor ideas: 
ixina.com has everything you need to 
get your customised kitchen project off 
the ground.
All that’s left is to book your appointment 
And you can do that on ixina.com too!

11
22
33
4

Download the CARAT view app 
to your smartphone or tablet.

You will receive an email link 
from your IXINA designer.

Click on the link and your bespoke simulation will 
be downloaded directly to the application.

Move around, rotate the screen, zoom in and 
zoom out to explore every last detail of your 
kitchen as it takes shape.

OUR FULL RANGE
and kitchen collection

Download 
the CATALOGUE

TRENDS, 
inspirations and design ideas

Simple, rapid 
ONLINE APPOINTMENT TOOL

Available for Android, iPhone and iPad,
this application allows you to visualise 
your new kitchen in 3D format directly on 
your mobile device, exploring it from every angle 
as many times as you like! 
An immersive experience to share with your family.

ixina.com

How can you fully visualise what your new kitchen will look like?

At IXINA, we use the latest in technological innovation to help bring your project to life. 
With our CARAT view application, we aim to put you right at the heart of your future kitchen.

THROUGH 
INNOVATION

BETTER 
MODELLING

12 13



AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

Want to see some real-life example?

Here at IXINA we work hand-in-hand with you to completely overhaul your kitchen, 
making it more ergonomic, more functional and more comfortable.
Here are a few examples of that philosophy in action.

AFTER

Project created by our designers. 
Roda / Clara model

Project created 
by our designers. 

Trend model

BEFORE AFTER

Project created by our designers. 
Vogue model

"A total makeover for this 
kitchen, which is now much 

lighter. A neat trick: the 
worktop is extended to create 

a breakfast bar!"

"A total rejuvenation for 
this corridor kitchen! Façades in 
light wood and rich black blend 
harmoniously to create a space 

as warm as it is elegant."

BEFORE

BEFORE

"In this comprehensive 
redesign, the kitchen has been 

created to integrate perfectly 
with the living space."

14 15



AFTER

Project created 
by our designers.

Clara model 

Project created by our designers.
Norma / Vogue model

AFTER

BEFORE

"This U-shaped kitchen has plentiful 
storage space and an optimised work 
surface. Not forgetting the decorative 

flourishes which tie in with the lounge!"

"The new lay-out, and the 
creation of a wall space 

incorporating storage and 
electrical appliances, make 

for a very modern feel."

BEFORE

IN  AN IX INA K ITCHEN,
CONFIDENCE IS  K ING .

The IXINA guarantee is your promise of long-term 
peace of mind: all of our kitchen furniture is 
covered by a free, automatic 5-year guarantee.

16



1 KITCHEN 
TO CREATE

3 COLLECTIONS 
TO DISCOVER

18

Glossy
collection

P. 38 to 55

The matt
collection

P. 20 to 37

Wood
and other
materials

P. 56 to 73



To avoid stealing the limelight from your 

living room, the best option is a matt 
fi nish. Its velvety appearance ensures that 

the kitchen is in keeping with the cosy spirit 

of the lounge. And effortlessly elegant.

What type of surface is best 
for a kitchen which is connec-
ted to your lounge?

20

The matt
collection

Mariana 
Moda 

Vogue 
Trend 

Norma 
Suede 
Vogue

Delia 



Combine charm and functionality with this contemporary model, with endless storage space for 
maximum ergonomic performance. With perfectly-arranged draws and cupboards and a vast central 
island, Mariana will soon become the centre of your home. 

A kitchen which is easy to navigate, and where 

everything is in its right place.

COLOUR AVAILABLE

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: NO. 203. METAL HANDLE 
MAGNOLIA / ANTIQUE SILVER

VINTAGE MAGNOLIA OAK BARK

Mariana

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 17m2

5,60 m

3,10 m

2,80 m

2322



Moda

Comfort and light are the watchwords for this cute kitchen, a blend of light, soothing tones. 
Shown here in parallel confi guration, it exudes a sense of natural calm.

1. Lighting which is both functional and aes-

thetic, thanks to LED bars which ensure an 

even distribution of light across the whole 

surface.

2. PRACTICAL!
 Lighting integrated into the handle, accentua-

ting the contours of the kitchen and creating 

a cosy feel. See page 92.

3. The Elica extractor hood effortlessly combines 

tradition and innovation. This fl exible system can 

also be fi tted with decorative shelves. A perfect 

marriage of technology and aesthetic quality. 

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: METAL HANDLES, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

WHITE OAK BURL

4,45  m

2,50 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 15m2

3

2

1

2524



CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 23m2

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Bring a touch of modernity and zen attitude to your home with Vogue, a vision of 
minimalist cool with its crisp lines, lacquered matt black finish and wood features.

1. Perfect for an open kitchen connected to 

your lounge. 

2. This illuminated kitchen cabinet ensures 

that everything you need is close at hand.

Vogue

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: BLACK BARS

BLACK 
HAVANA OAK

HAVANA OAK

6,50 m

3,50 m

2

1

2726



The crisp magnolia tones complement the authentic texture of the amber oak décor, for a kitchen 
as light and airy as it is warm and welcoming. In this example the U-shaped layout marks the 
frontier with the living room, forming a cocoon where cooking becomes a treat.

1. The high cabinets and sliding doors 

add to the kitchen's sense of Scandi-

navian chic, and allow you to show off 

your fi nest tableware. See page 82.

2. Power sockets set into the worktop 

allow you to declutter the room.

3. PRACTICAL!
 This transparent separator, in 8mm 

reinforced glass, protects the work 

surface from splashes from the stove 

and sink. The glass can be removed 

for easy cleaning.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Trend

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: NO HANDLES, 
STAINLESS STEEL LINE

MAGNOLIA
 WITH MANGO 
AMBER OAK

AMBER OAK

3,20 m

2,90 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 12,5m2

3

21

2928



WHITE
AND GREY SLATE

CARRARA MARBLE 
AND GREY SLATE 
PATTERN

Metal handles, matt finish... Matters and colours are perfectly-matched in this eco-friendly 
kitchen. In this example the kitchen is set out in an L-shape overlooking the garden.

1. PRACTICAL!
 The Leman corner cupboard allows 

for optimal use of the available space. 

With its slide system and 2 pivoting 

shelves, it combines compact design 

with ease of access. Perfect for storing 

dishes and dry foods.

 See page 80.

2. The open shelves on the wall add a 

decidedly modern touch. 

3. The easy-care ceramic worktop is extre-

mely durable. Hygienic and aesthetic: 

it has it all. See page 84.

Norma
COLOURS AVAILABLE

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WOKTOP

HANDLES: METAL HANDLE, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

4,10 m

3,
10

 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 13m2

3

1 2

3130



The jet black tones and elegant moulded features give this L-shaped kitchen 
a sense of timeless chic. The polished oak fi nish on the worktop adds a natural touch, 
for an all-round convivial atmosphere.

1. Matt black mixing tap head: both extremely 

practical and in total harmony with the façades 

of the kitchen cabinets.

2. SMART!
 Open front drawers.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Suede

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: BLACK CHROME

BLACK POLISHED OAK

4,25 m

3,10 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 13m2

3

21

3. PRACTICAL! 
 A plethora of design features to 

make sure that everything is tidy 

and within reach.

3332



Sublime in its simplicity, designed to be a vibrant living space, your Vogue kitchen features a breakfast 
bar perfectly integrated into the worktop. The linear layout makes for greater freedom of movement.

1. Breakfast bar integrated into the worktop for 

casual moments together!

2. Every detail has been designed for maximum 

comfort! 

3  Semi-elevated dishwasher for easier loading.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Vogue

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: PROFILED STONE GREY

STONE GREY CARRARA MARBLE

3 m

4,90 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 15m2

3

1 2

3534



Matt finish, sleek contours, curving lines... A kitchen inspired by the "English cottage"
tradition, for an authentic feel. The kitchen island makes this an open, attractive living space. 

COLOUR AVAILABLE

1. Raised counter to mark the separation.

2. Alcoves with LED lighting for a cosier feel.

3. PRACTICAL!
 A breakfast bar integrated into the worktop for 

a casual bite to eat at any time of day!

Delia

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: BLACK CAST IRON

STONE GREY MIXWOOD

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE  
ROOM SIZE 15m2

4,65 m

3,20 m

3,24 m

3

1

2

3736



How can you make a small, 
dark room feel light and airy?

Prioritise light colours and a high-gloss 
finish with a mirror effect, bathing the 

room in light.

38

Glossy
collection

Lumina 
Lumina 

Roda 
Roda 

Majano 
Mana 

Etna-Mona 
Lumina-Linea



Understated, cool and distinguished are the best words to describe this contemporary design, 
shown here in U format. With its silk grey façades and abundant storage, this kitchen offers an ideal 
mix of charm and functionality.

1. Doubling as a bench, this sliding 

storage chest is comfortable and 

practical. 

2. PRACTICAL!
 A motion-detector system for auto-

matic opening: a priceless innova-

tion when you've got your hands full. 

See page 81.

3. For a truly personal touch, this atterned 

splashback brings a dash of style to 

your kitchen. See page 90.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Lumina

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: PROFILED HANDLES, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH 

GREY SILK SLATE GREY

3,36  m

3,22
 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 11m2

3

2

1

414040



Glossy white façades and a matt white worktop: a classic which never goes out of style, 
shown here in our new XL format for maximum storage space.

1. With this telescopic panel, the mixer is easily 

accessible. 

2. PRACTICAL!
 No more wasted space in corners, thanks 

to the new XL range! Maximise the storage 

capacity of your small spaces! 

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Lumina

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: METAL HANDLE, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

WHITE WHITE

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 8,5m2

3,68 m

2,30 m

3,05 m

1

2

2

434242



Designed to conceal abundant storage space behind its sleek façades, your Roda kitchen is 
as functional as it is good-looking. The layout incorporates a wood-topped breakfast bar into 
the central island.

1. An elegant transition into the living 

room, striking just the right balance 

between functional and aesthetic.

2. PRACTICAL!
 A beech storage unit with solid wood 

posts, allowing you to personalise the 

confi guration of your kitchen space.

COLOURS AVAILABLE 

Roda

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: NO HANDLES, 
LINE N

ALPINE WHITE ALPINE WHITE

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 13,5m2

3,64 m

3,64 m

3,10 m

2

1

454444



Magnolia and polished oak: a subtle combination highly-prized for its timeless charm and sense 
of homely warmth. Shown here in U format, this kitchen is packed with storage space and multiple 
worktops for culinary creativity. 

1. Power socket integrated into the worktop: 

discreet and practical! 

2. PRACTICAL!
 The inside of the cupboard door features 

an adjustable storage system for optimal 

use of the available space. Ideal for keeping 

condiments or essential household products 

within easy reach. See page 80.

3. Sliding shelves for easy access to high 

cupboards.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Roda

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: PMETAL HANDLES, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH 

MAGNOLIA POLISHED OAK

3,40 m

2,50 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 12m2

3

2

1

474646



ANTHRACITE GREY SLATE 
AND OAK

Deep hues, for an authentic, refi ned fi nish... A moderntis «loft» style kitchen, shown here with 
lowered work surface and shelving underneath the central island, keeping your key utensils 
close at hand. 

1. Sliding unit for recycle bin, holding 40 litre bags. 

2. PRACTICAL!
 As well as being easy on the eye, this hardwood breakfast 

bar is a smart alternative to a dining table. Ideal for quick 

snacks or intimate meals. 

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Majano

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: PROFILED HANDLES, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

5,30 m

3,70 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 20m2

2

1

494848



Midnight blue, white, marine maple... A palette of colours and materials to match the latest trends, 
a subtle seaside feel and a whole lot of character in one L-shaped kitchen.

COLOURS AVAILABLE 

Mana
1. PRACTICAL! 
 Keep your dish cloths close at 

hand but out of sight with this 

smart storage space. See page 80.

2. Open shelving makes grabbing 

dishes quick and easy. 

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: PROFILED METAL HANDLES, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

MIDNIGHT BLUE MARINE MAPLE

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE  
ROOM SIZE 24m2

5,20 m

4,40 m

1

2

515050



Opt for an ultra-modern feel with these crisp contours and handle free. 
The Etna-Mona kitchen uses optimised design to free up as much living space as possible.
Mix and match the refined materials.

COLOURS AVAILABLE 

1. PRACTICAL!
 The cutlery draw is a handy space-saver.

Etna-Mona

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: STAINLESS STEEL 
NO HANDLE

WHITE 
STONE GREY

STONE GREY 

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 13m2

4,33 m

3 m

1

535252



Lumina-Linea

With the Lumina-Linéa model, combine the warmth and refi nement of hardwood with a palette of 
vibrant, modern colours and fi nishes. Shown here in U format, everything you need is close at hand.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: BRUSHED ANTHRACITE 
METAL HANDLE

SILK GREY 
HAVANA OAK

HAVANA OAK

3,20 m

3,05 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 10m2

2

1

1. Practical and elegant! The open-fronted 

lower cabinet is the perfect place to stash 

away spices. 

2. Smart and discreet! The wall-mounted knife 

cupboard, within easy reach of the worktop.

555454



Why choose between authentic 
and contemporary?

If your ideal kitchen is warm and convivial, 

there's nothing quite like the authen-
tic feel of wood. For a more original, 

contemporary atmosphere, try using our 

range of alternative materials to create 
new effects. 

56

Wood
and other
materials

Fusion-Vita
Clara 
Linea 
Linea 

Oxford 
Clara

Mineral 
Mineral 



BLACK CONCRETE 
BRUSHED STEEL

BLACK CONCRETE

1. A kitchen where everything is in its right 

place, and within arm's reach.

2. PRACTICAL!
 Power socket integrated into the worktop 

and accessible from the bar-table.

The Fusion model combines the technical performance of stainless steel with a warm matt finish, 
for an atmosphere as contemporary as it is convivial. The vast, deconstructed bar configuration 
allows you to optimise your use of space in the kitchen and beyond.

Fusion-Vita
COLOURS AVAILABLE

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: NO HANDLE 
STAINLESS STEEL 

4,90 m

4 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 20m2

2

1

595858



1. Give your kitchen a workshop feel, with shelves 

featuring a slick combination of metal and 

wood.

2. Plate racks, tiered drawers: this model is 

packed with features to keep things tidy and 

easily accessible. 

3. Elegant black tone, chic textured fi nish, the 

subtle sparkle of polished glass... This splash-

back neatly offsets the kitchen's subtle black 

details.

Combining natural wood and flourishes of elegant black, this linear kitchen is a vision 
of contemporary refinement.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Clara

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: NO HANDLE 
BLACK LINE N

SAN RÉMO OAK SAN RÉMO OAK

3,93  m

0,75
 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 14m2

2

3

1

616060



Linea

Natural hues, elegant raw materials. A warm, convivial feel with this kitchen island.

COLOURS AVAILABLE
1. PRACTICAL!
 The breakfast bar is a stylish addition to 

the worktop! 

2. Bring an added dose of light and style to 

your kitchen with this LED-lined cabinet. 

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: NO HANDLES 
SLATE GREY

HAVANA OAK SLATE GREY 
HAVANA OAK

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 13m2

4 ,31m

2,90 m

3,08 m

2

1

636262



Shown here in linear configuration, this model just goes to show that simplicity and conviviality 
can make a great match. Functional and ergonomic, Linea can be elegantly tailored to all types 
of interiors.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Linea
1. PRACTICAL!
 A sliding storage rack to keep utensils and condiments close at hand.

2. Chic shelving with integrated LED lighting! 

3. A discreet sliding compartment for sorting your waste and storing 

your household products.

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue. 

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: NO HANDLE 
STAINLESS STEEL LINE N

ALIFAX OAK STONE GREY

4 m

0,75 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 7,6m2

3

21

656464



1. As robust as it is elegant, this granite worktop 

is easy to clean and highly resistant to scratches 

and high temperatures.

2. The shelves on the sides of the kitchen island give 

this central feature a certain casual charm, as well 

as providing easily-accessible storage space. 

3. The splashback kit includes hooks for utensils, 

freeing up space on your worktop.

This model is all about charm and authenticity. Its lacquered wood finish, shown here in linear 
layout with central island, is a picture of comfort and conviviality.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Oxford

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: METAL HANDLES, 
BLACK FROSTED STAINLESS STEEL FINISH 

MAGNOLIA BELGIUM BLUE

4,30 m

2,85 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE  
ROOM SIZE 16m2

3

21

676666



A cool combination of white concrete columns and exposed concrete for the kitchen island...
A décor with an industrial edge, which remains thoroughly convivial thanks to its integrated 
breakfast bar.

Clara
COLOURS AVAILABLE

1. PRACTICAL!
 Precision-engineered storage units.

2. Cool and practical! Smart cube wall 

shelves.

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: METAL HANDLES, 
STAINLESS STEEL FINISH

GREY AND 
WHITE CONCRETE

GREY CONCRETE 
AND SLATE GREY 
CONCRETE

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 18 m2

4,50 m

2,
30

 m

3,05 m

2

11

696868



GREY SLATE XTRA 
GREY SLATE

The mineral look is this season's must have! Nature is at the heart of this model - shown here in L format 
- with a very chic slate grey look which feels like a natural extension of the lounge.

1. PRACTICAL!
 Bottom-hinged door for improved 

accessibility.

2. SMART!
 With the right fi ttings, it's easy to store your 

kitchen appliances and household cleaning 

products.

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Mineral

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS WORKTOP

HANDLES: PROFILED 
HANDLES, ANTHRACITE FINISH

4 m

2,80 m

CONFIGURATION SHOWN HERE 
ROOM SIZE 12m2

2

1

717070



STONE GREY SLATE
GREY SLATE

SOMERSET OAK

Mix and match fi nishes to create a vibrant, original kitchen! Mixing open and closed storage 
compartments, Mineral is an elegant way to make life easier.

1. Pantry Box storage system with plastic tray and easy-grip 

handles, ideal for sliding storage units 60cm wide. 

2.  With the Backlight modular shelving system, it's never 

been easier to get your herb garden in order. 

COLOURS AVAILABLE

Mineral

Find full details of all our façades, handles and worktops at the end of this catalogue.

FRONTS

HANDLES: STAINLESS STEEL LOOK 
HANDLES, BLACK FROSTED FINISH

4,50 m

4 m

 
ROOM OF 18m2

2

1

737272



Matt Glossy

Wood and other materials

Taha

Riga

Bahia

Ciera

Mira

Orna

Sava

Moda Norma

Rita

Suede

Casale

Zana

Vogue

Vera

Tara

MarianaDelia

Modano Nevada

Luna

Vita

Mana

Majano

Roda

Eva

Maya

Vista

Modena Mona

Clara

Mineral

Milo

Roma VitaOxford

Etna Fusion

Linea Luna Mango

Bahia

Lumina

Trend

XL

XL

XL XL

Line N handle-free façades.
Also available in Line N no-handle format.

Also available in XL.XL

Façades

7574



A KITCHEN TAILORED

TO YOUR PRECISE 
REQUIREMENTS

76

Everything you need to know 
about our selection of handles, 

interior design options, 
worktops, 

sinks, 
taps, 

splashbacks, 
lighting, 

accessories, 
decorative features, 

glass panels 
and more...



PROFILED HANDLES
If you’re looking for unbroken façades to maintain the mi-
nimalist vibe, profi led handles are your best option. Hand-
holds are discreetly worked into the top or side edges of 
the doors, a neat design trick for perfectly-integrated style.

THE "HANDLE FREE" STYLE
If you’re looking to create a smooth, sleek kitchen with no 
obstacles to interupt the pristine contours, opt for cupboards 
without handles or with our Line N handle system, available 
on select models. They’re still every bit as easy to use: 
open and close the doors thanks to discreetly sculpted 
handles, or simply by pressing on the front.

DECORATIVE HANDLES
For maximum customisation, decorative handles are an 
ideal solution. They bring that added dash of personality to 
your furniture. To break up the hard angles of your kitchen, 
go for rounded handles; or if you want to accentuate those 
crisp lines, choose angular handles. For a classic effect, 
use simple door knobs!

HANDLES HELP 

TO DEFINE THE STYLE

 OF YOUR KITCHEN 

IT’S YOUR CHOICE:

Also available in:  

Also available in:  

Also available in:  

Also available in:  

Also available in:  

Also available in:  

7978

Handles



CORNER CUPBOARDS
Corner unit with pivoting, sliding shelves for optimal 
storage capacity. Easy access, even in the tightest 
corners. 

BASE CABINET WITH DOOR STORAGE
The inside of the cupboard door features an adjustable 
storage system for optimal use of the available space. 
Also available in column format.

What’s the best way to save space and optimise the layout of your kitchen? 

Here at IXINA, we know that cooking is much more enjoyable in a well-organised kitchen! 
That’s why we have a vast array of storage solutions to make your life easier. 

CUPBOARD WITH SHELVES 
Everything is in its right place - and easily accessible 
- in this grand cupboard with its modular shelves and 
compartments.

SLIDING COMPARTMENT 
A base unit just six inches wide, perfect for tight spaces.

Contact sensor system!
A sensor hidden in the skirting board responds to gentle 
pressure from your foot, automatically sliding open the 
recycling bin! Super practical when you’ve got you hands 
full of dirty dishes!

8180

Interior confi guration options



SLIDING STORAGE SYSTEM FOR HIGH CABINETS  
High cupboards can be tough to reach! 
This clever, downward-sliding storage system 
makes things a whole lot easier. 

SLIDING PANEL 
For a customised confi guration which matches the 
feel of your kitchen.

DRAWER DIVIDERS
Drawers can be divided into multiple compartments, 
including buil-in boxes for food storage.

OPEN SHELVING
Wall-mounted units with sliding doors, keeping food 
and utensils within close reach while freeing up space 
in your cupboards!

DRAWER DIVIDERS - WASTE SORTING 
Perfect for sorting your household waste, 
this under-sink unit features three separate 
compartments plus space for cleaning products.

RETRACTABLE TABLE 
A great space-saving solution, this table slides into 
a special compartment below the worktop to free 
up room. 

82

At IXINA, our installation experts are selected  for their 
professionalism and experience.

BRUNO CAN’T  COOK.
BUT HE MAKES A  GREAT 

K ITCHEN.



THE MATERIAL 
How about a wooden worktop, for the authentic look? Or a composite 
unit in the same colour as the rest of the kitchen, for a stylish effect? 
The choice of material and colour is so important. 

THE THICKNESS
Choose the right depth to create the desired effect. A standard worktop 
is 40mm thick, but you can create a discreet and refi ned effect with 
an ultra-slim alternative (just 10mm). Or for a distinctive, solid effect, 
we can go as thick as 100mm.

A WORKTOP CAN TOTALLY 

TRANSFORM THE STYLE 

OF YOUR KITCHEN. 

IT ALL DEPENDS ON:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Peeling, cutting, dicing...
More than half the time we spend 
cooking is spent preparing food. 
So it’s absolutely crucial to choose 
the right worktop! As well as being 
aesthetically pleasing, it needs 
to be robust enough to withstand 
the onslaught of everyday life. 
Make the right choice with our guide.

THE WORKTOP IS THE MOST HEAVILY-THE WORKTOP IS THE MOST HEAVILY-
USED COMPONENT OF YOUR KITCHEN. USED COMPONENT OF YOUR KITCHEN. 

SCRATCHES IMPACTS HEAT
ACID, 

DETERGENT STAINS

COMPOSITE
Solid and easy to clean, 

and also available in a wide 
array of colours.

         

WOOD
Solid and stylish, 

a very robust 
natural material.

        

GLASS
Ecological 

and 100% waterproof, 
for impeccable hygiene.

             

STAINLESS STEEL
Joint-free and antibacterial, 
as well as highly resistant 

to heat and humidity. 
           

QUARTZ
The most heat-resistant 

surface of all (up to 250°C), 
and a unique design feature. 

              

GRANITE
Customisable and tough 
enough to resist anything 

you can throw at it.
             

CERAMIC
Extremely resistant 

to scratches and general 
wear and tear.

               

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8584

Worktops



STAINLESS STEEL
Hygienic, resistant to corrosion, 
heat-resistant, no cracks... 
Favoured by professionals for its 
practicality, as well as its industrial 
chic look.

QUARTZ
Splashes, impacts, scratches, extreme 
temperatures... Quartz will resist 
anything you can throw at it, keeping 
your kitchen safe even when handling 
heavy objects.

VISIT IXINA.COM FOR EVEN MORE COLOURS

GRANITE
Hewn from nature in a single block, 
this natural stone worktop 
- once polished - will resist all 
temperature variations.

SOLID WOOD 
Warm atmosphere guaranteed. 
Whatever wood and cut you choose, 
the look of your worktop will get 
even better as it ages. That’s one of 
the great advantages of choosing 
a natural raw material.

COMPOSITE
An almost infi nite choice of options, with 
unbeatable value for money. 
3 fi nishes: matt, glossy, structured. 
3 thickness options: 16, 40 and 100mm. 
Multiple forms: square, round, crescent.

CERAMIC
With its perfect matt fi nish, this chic 
material is shock-resistant as well as 
impeccably stylish. Everything you 
need for intensive everyday use.

GLASS
Transparent, matt, stained, smooth 
or textured... The choices are endless, 
and can be used to add subtle little 
touches to your kitchen. Modernity 
and elegance guaranteed. 

XTRA COMPOSITE 
Stone-look worktop. 
Multi-layered structure for exceptional 
robustness. It’s also possible to set a sink 
or hotplates into the worktop.

8786



THE SINK IS ONE OF 

THE MOST IMPORTANT 

COMPONENTS OF YOUR 

KITCHEN. CHOOSING 

THE RIGHT MATERIAL 

IS ESSENTIAL.

STAINLESS STEEL
Classic, timeless elegance at home in kitchens of all styles and formats. 
Rust-proof, antibacterial, non-porous... Healthy, robust and easy to clean. 

CERAMIC
Enamel-coated surfaces do not lose their colour as they age. This classic 
material is highly-resistant to the acidic products used in the home, as well 
as temperature variations. Ceramic also comes in all sorts of elegant shapes 
and styles.

GRANITE 
Our granite sinks are composed of over 80% quartz. Quartz is one of the 
most durable minerals found in granite, highly-resistant to impacts and 
scratches. As hard as rock, granite is practically indestructible and can easily 
handle temperatures of up to 280°C. Available in an array of natural tones 
to blend in with your worktop.

RESIN
A robust combination of glass fi bre and synthetic resin. Highly shock- 
resistant, it can withstand temperatures of up to 200°C without marking. 
And its low density makes it very easy to install.

Coloured taps

Chic taps Smart taps

Did you know that the average kitchen tap 
gets used more than 25 times per day? 

So besides choosing the design you 
want, you also need to focus on quality 
and convenience. Some of the available 
options can help you to make a choice: 
e.g. movable tap heads, or different 
height settings. 

898888 89

Sinks Taps



Digitally-printed motif.

Splashback bar with hook and LED lighting.

The splashback: 
the fi nishing touch 
to your kitchen!
Elegant, essential, in stainless 
steel, glass or lit up, splashbacks 
protect your walls, make cleaning 
easier and put the fi nishing touch 
on your kitchen. They come in 
a variety of materials.

A personalised splashback can put 
the fi nishing touch on your kitchen. 
Using your HD photo, we create your 
100% original splashback.

Standard or customized splashback? 

A splashback that matches your worktop or a decorative element in its own right, 
colourful or light-up... the choices are endless! 
And that’s not all… 

Polished glass fi nish.

Sleek, modern splashback bars with a huge selection of features 
and storage tools. 

9190

Splashbacks



What’s the best way to resculpt your space and play with its colours?

Lighting is absolutely essential to getting the most from your kitchen, creating 
a relaxing or invigorating atmosphere, and ensuring you have enough light in all 
the right places when cooking. 
Our experts will help you to fi nd the right lighting solution for your kitchen 
and your needs. 

SPOTLIGHT ON...
Spotlights built in to wall cabinets! They help eliminate shadows on the worktop and the hob, for maximum 
safety and comfort.

LED light bar over a glass splashback. LED bar integrated into shelving unit.

Lighting inside open-fronted cabinets, 
for a soft light effect.

Interior lighting for 
your sliding storage 
compartments! 
As soon as you open the door or drawer, 
the light comes on! Your guarantee of 
maximum comfort and modernity. 
Find the bowl or product you need right 
away, even when the lights are down low. 
A thoroughly refi ned fi nish for your 
storage spaces.  

Integrated lighting in wall units for direct light on your worktop.

Remote-controlled option available. Shelf with integrated lighting to create 
a cosy atmosphere.

9392

Lighting



APPLIANCES

TO MAKE 
YOUR LIFE EASIER

94

Hot plates, ovens, extractor hoods, 
refrigerators and dishwashers,

equipping your kitchen 
with the quality features it deserves.



Which stove-top option is best for your style of cooking?

It’s all a question of energy... Gas, electric (induction, ceramic, cast iron) or even a 
combination model. And of course, you need to fi nd the right option for your cooking habits. 
Our specialists help you fi nd the cooking method that fi ts your lifestyle!

GAS
Ideal for purists and fans of this traditional cooking method.

CERAMIC
Best for convenience, this electric hob is easy to use and 
cleans up in a snap.

INDUCTION
Quick and economical, with in-built touch sensor, induction 
hotplates guarantee maximum precision and safety, as well 
as perfect temperature control. And to top it all, it’s easy 
to clean.

Which type of oven is right for you? 

Cooking method, cleaning, advanced functions... 
Our experts can help you fi nd the oven to suit your needs.

COOKING METHOD 
Rotating heat, convection, steam, low-temperature, multi-function... 
Take charge of your cooking, with the variety of options offered by our 
selection of ovens.

CLEANING SYSTEMS 
Self-cleaning pyrolytic ovens are best if you often cook hot (180°C) 
dishes that tend to splash or drip. Self-degreasing (catalytic) ovens 
offer a more affordable alternative.

DOOR SYSTEM AND QUESTIONS OF SPACE 
Ovens come in all sizes: choose the model which best corresponds 
to your cooking habits and your kitchen confi guration. We have ovens 
in a variety of sizes, ranging in width from 45 to 90cm, so choose the one 
that fi ts perfectly into your space.

979696 97

Cooking Ovens



When choosing a hood, why choose between style and performance? 

These days, a good extractor has both in abundance. More effi cient than ever, extractors 
can be perfectly harmonised with your kitchen design scheme (integrated into the furniture, 
fi tted into the worktop or directly above the stove).

EXTRACTION OR RECIRCULATION
Extractor hoods offer the choice of two ventila-
tion systems: extraction or recirculation. The fi rst 
pumps used air outside, and thus requires an out-
let pipe connected to the kitchen. The second fi lters 
the air to remove grease and aromas.

Remember to take into account the technical 
constraints imposed by your room size and your 
type of home, and whether or not you can direct 
the air outside.

For one, for two, or for the whole family... what’s the right fridge for you? 

While design is always an important consideration in your choice of fridge, storage capacity 
should be you top priority. This will all depend on the size of your household, and whether 
you live alone, with a partner or with the whole family.

VOLUME
• Less than 250 litres if you live alone. 
• 250 to 330 litres for 2 to 3 people. 
• More than 330 litres for 4 or more people. 
And if you don’t have enough space for a separate freezer, opt for 
a combination refrigerator-freezer.

FOOD STORAGE
To keep food fresh for longer, respect the cold chain:
• Chilled zone, 6 - 10°C (drinks, eggs, butter, fruit and vegetables).
•  Cool zone, 4 - 6°C (dairy products and desserts, fatty foods, 

fresh cheeses).
•  Cold zone < 4°C (meat, fi sh, cured meats, pre-cooked meals, 

unpasteurised cheeses).

999898 99

Extractor hoods Refrigerators



What if your dishwasher could be discreet... we mean really discreet?

Today’s most effi cient dishwashers are equipped with ultra-quiet programs, thanks to special 
insulation and anti-vibration motors. Their sound level can be as low as 38/39 decibels, 
the equivalent of a whisper. 

WATER CONSUMPTION
Nowadays, a dishwasher consumes on average 
10 litres of water per cycle. That’s two times less 
than 10 years ago. The most effi cient dishwashers 
use just 7 litres per cycle. Moreover, the waste 
water produced by machine washing contains 
only half the pollutants produced by hand-
washing your dishes.

ESSENTIAL 
INFO

TO BRING YOUR 
PROJECT TO LIFE

Everything you need to know 
on taking measurements, 
standard confi gurations, 

fi nancing your project, our prices, 
sustainable development and more.

100100 101

Dishwasher



Measurements

DIMENSIONS
• Room dimensions (length/width/height).
•  Dimensions and location of doors and windows, 

including the sill height.
•  Potential obstacles (exposed pipes, wall recess, beams, etc.).

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
• Water inlet/outlet.
• Gas supply.
• Electrical inlets.
• Hood exhaust.
• Common motor for hood exhaust.
• Piping.

For renovation projects, the best solution is to bring in a few photos of your kitchen in its current state. 
But also, a plan of the room including:

2

4

1

TOP VIEW OF 
YOUR KITCHEN

5

1 Room length 

2 Room width  

3 Ceiling height

4 Positioning of doors 

5 Positioning of windows 

6 Positioning of water inlet 

7  Positioning of gas or 

electrical supply

8 Extractor hood exhaust

4

ESSENTIAL TIP 
Remember to measure 
your kitchen before our 
fi rst appointment.

4
4

12

3

8

5

5

5

6

7

7

6
5
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103

In order to help you appreciate the difference between the main components of our fitted kitchens, and to facilitate the project planning 
process, here is an example of a standard-issue IXINA kitchen. It includes the majority of our kitchen furniture formats, but of course 
there are many more options in the catalogue. Please feel free to talk with us about your project to find the best configuration for you.

1

2
3 4

5
6

7

13
14 12

10

11
11bis

8

1bis

10bis

9bis 9bis 9bis

9

1    Refrigerator cupboard  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 580 mm x 2 080 mm.

1bis    Refrigerator cupboard  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 580 mm x 2 057 mm.  

2    Door front for built-in dishwasher under worktop  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 19 mm x 717 mm. 

3    Under-sink cupboard with single-panel door  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 580 mm x 870 mm. 

4    Low corner cupboard with single-panel door  
W x D x H : 1 000 mm x 580 mm x 870 mm. 

5    Pot cupboard with 1 drawer, 2 sliding tiers, full extension  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 580 mm x 870 mm. 

6     Under-sink cupboard with single-panel door  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 580 mm x 870 mm. 

7     Oven housing  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 580 mm x 1 635 mm. 

8    Double-door wall unit  
W x D x H : 1 200 mm x 340 mm x 651 mm. 

9    Single-door wall unit,  W x D x H : 600 mm x 340 mm x 651 mm.  

9bis

    Single-door wall unit  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 340 mm x 723 mm. 

10    Filler for wall unit  
L x H : 50 mm x 651 mm.

10bis

   Filler for wall unit  
L x H : 50 mm x 723 mm. 

11     Cover plate  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 600 mm x 25 mm. 

11bis    Cover plate  
W x D x H : 600 mm x 585 mm x 25 mm. 

12    Post-formed worktop, N edging  
L x P x E : 1 850 mm x 600 mm x 40 mm. 

13    Post-formed worktop, N edging  
L x P x E : 1 850 mm x 600 mm x 40 mm. 

14    Tongue and groove assembly for worktop corners or 
extensions, with screw fittings, flaps and waterproof glue.

Standard kitchen
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YOUR NEAREST STORE:

FIND DETAILS OF OUR STORES ALL 
OVER THE WORLD ON IXINA.COM




